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Abstract

This document summaries the expected requirements of the CERN
Analysis Facility (CAF). Where appropriate it speculates on possible or
existing systems to meet there requirements

1 Introduction

The planning done so far in CMS has assumed that the CAF would be
used for latency-critical processes only (labelled CAF1 below). Recently
it has been understood that the CMS Computing Model also foresaw a
facility for local analysis by users based at CERN (labelled CAF2 below).
The goal of this document is to lay out the requirements needed to meet
the CAF2 goal and to define clear boundaries between CAF1 and CAF2.

In section 2 an overview of current CMS analysis resources and per-
formances at CERN is given; the following section deals with each area
where we believe there is a strong need in order to cover local analysis
at CERN. We will not discuss some obvious requirements that are not
special (e.g. users need home directories).

2 Current CMS Analysis Resources and
Performances at CERN

The CMS analysis resources at CERN are summarised in Table 1, where
we distinguish between dedicated resources (T0 and CAF1) and the rest
(CAF2). It is understood that the CAF2 entries in Table 1 comprise all
public CMS resources at CERN, i.e. all but the T0 and CAF1 resources.
The public LSF shares are commonly labelled “1nh”, “8nh”, etc, while
the public CMS disk resources comprise the DEFAULT pool and other
smaller pools. However for simplicity we grouped all public resources at
CERN under CAF2. Assuming that
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Instance July08 2008 Request 2009 Request
CPU T0 5.0 MSi2k 5.3 MSi2k 9.8 MSi2k

CPU CAF1 1.4 MSi2k
CPU CAF2 1.0 MSi2k

CPU CAF Total 2.4 MSi2k 2.1 MSi2k 3.9 MSi2k
Disk T0 0.4 PB 0.4 PB 0.2 PB

Disk CAF1 0.90 PB 1.3 PB
Disk CAF2 0.18 PB 0.5 PB

Disk CAF Total 1.08 PB 1.8 PB 2.3 PB
Tape T0 4.4 PB 4.4 PB 7.3 PB

Tape CAF2 0.9 PB 0.9 PB 2.0 PB

Table 1: Current and Requested CMS Resources at CERN.

- the CPU splitting between CAF1 and CAF2 stays as currently (1.4
vs 1.0 MSi2k1)

- the 2008 disk pledges (to be completed by July 2008) get split as
1.3PB for CAF1 and 0.5PB for CAF2

- a typical CMS Tier-2 centre needs to deliver 0.5 MSi2k CPU and
0.18PB disk for analysis

we conclude that CAF2 represents 2T2s in terms of CPU and 2.7T2s in
terms of disk storage.

2.1 CAF1 Infrastructure

The CAF1 is meant to fulfil a unique role for latency-critical functions,
which comprise in order of priority:

- alignment and calibration

- trigger and detector diagnostics, monitoring and performance anal-
ysis

- physics monitoring, analysis of express stream, fast-turnaround high-
priority analysis

CAF1 resources have considerably increased in the last 6 months, now
consisting of 700 batch cores (1.4MSi2K)2, 900 TB CASTOR disk pool
and a set of 40 cores for interactive user login and analysis. In parallel,
a well controlled environment for managing user LSF access, data access
and interactive analysis space has been put in place. As of July 2008, 3
main CAF1 stakeholders have been active (Alignment and Calibration,
Commissioning and Physics), divided into 31 sub-groups and more than
350 registered users.

1MSpecINT2000
2CAF1 batch resources comprise a main queue (cmscaf - 632 cores), a queue for very time-

critical alignment and calibration workflows (cmsexpress - 48 cores) and a queue for special
“millepede” alignment workflows (cmscafspec - 16 cores).
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CAF1 users are registered via the LSFWEB interface provided by
CERN/IT. This interface defines the LSF fair shares between groups and
sub-groups. It is the single point of entry for CAF1 groups and sub-groups
leaders to add/remove users. Ideally, each sub-group should contain up
to ∼10 users, although in practice this number ranges between 0 and
40. Moreover, LSFWEB is automatically and daily interfaced to the in-
teractive CAF1 AFS area, in such way that LSF groups and sub-groups
are mapped to corresponding AFS groups and partitioning. Currently,
the 3 CAF1 stakeholders share a total of 450 GB interactive AFS disk
space. Sub-group leaders only need to administrate AFS sub-structures
and manage user space allocations. LSFWEB is also automatically and
daily interfaced to the CASTOR disk access permission list, providing
exclusive pool read/write privileges to CAF1 users.

2.2 Lessons from CAF1 performances

In Fig. 1 a snapshot of the running and pending jobs on the cmscaf queue
are shown, during a heavy processing period (CRUZET2). While job-
slots are saturated, the CPU utilisation (CPU / Wall clock efficiency)
is typically around 50%, mainly because the workflows are I/O bound
when accessing the data on the CMSCAF pool3. Potential improvements
are under investigation, such as parallel jobs by replicating popular data
files over several CASTOR servers or fine tuning of the job-slots-per-core
ratio (currently = 1), although adding more slots to an already (if it is)
overloaded IO system will only make everything slower.

Figure 1: Number of job-slots running (green) and pending (blue) on the cmscaf
queue, dominated by commissioning analysis jobs over global run “CRUZET2”
data.

In terms of CPU management of the cmscaf queue (550 slots), a fair
share of 40% for Alignment & Calibration, 40% for Commissioning and

3This needs to be confirmed
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20% for Physics has been defined. In addition, a separate cmsexpress
queue (50 slots) has been deployed to cover highly time critical alignment
and calibration workflows and to ensure such workflows can start imme-
diately and independently of already running jobs.
On the cmscaf queue, the number of running jobs is frequently saturating
the available slots, see Fig. 1. As a consequence, the maximum number
of running jobs per user has been recently set to 100. The drawback of
such an upper limit is that resources are not optimally used when slots
are idle. So far, the maximum job-length has been set to 1 week, but
we are considering to create two separate queues with different priorities,
depending on the maximum job-length settings. Another possibility to
ease the situation would be to dynamically “borrow” T0 resources when
the latter are idle, via an additional low priority queue, that would lay
between CAF1 and T0 and could be “borrowed” from both sides. A nec-
essary condition for this scheme is that T0 slots get freed immediately
upon arrival of new data for prompt reconstruction: killing jobs on the
low priority queue would be the most efficient but not the most elegant
solution, hence this scheme is still under discussion.

Concerning the disk pool access, there has been no show-stopper so
far. Given the nature of CAF1 workflows (many parallel jobs accessing
data at high rate) it is thought that CASTOR-rfio technology is not al-
ways the most appropriate. However, most rfio issues encountered were
related to disk server crashes rather than rfio inefficiencies. Given that
CMSCAF is a disk-only instance, a set of reliable storage monitoring tools
and deletion policies are mandatory, in addition to human managers. One
of the main worries has been that CAF1 user have write-access on the CM-
SCAF pool, potentially creating a situation where resource management
gets out of control, due to chaotic storage of non-registered user analy-
sis data. Such data currently represent about 5% of the total CMS data
stored on CMSCAF. A solution was found by the creation of a secondary
CMSCAFUSER pool for analysis-output. Once all analysis use-cases will
be covered by this scheme, write-access to the CMSCAF pool will be re-
stricted to the CMS production instances only, while the CMSCAFUSER
pool will stay open to all CAF1 users 4. Finally, another point raised
among CAF stakeholders was the possibility of further splitting the CM-
SCAF production pool into several services classes, based on criticality or
use-cases of the data. For example one could distinguish between very-
high priority prompt calibration data and physics analysis data. Such
splitting could further improve the data access efficiency and the resource
accounting per stakeholder, but it might add more complexity in data
management in case several pools need to be accessed by the same job.

The LSFWEB interface provided by CERN/IT for the management of
LSF access proved to be adequate for CAF1 needs. The same conclusion is
drawn for the corresponding AFS-groups and interactive user-space, which
are daily mapped to LSFWEB. Our only reservation concerns the total
amount of allocated AFS space (450GB as of July 2008) which needs to be
increased soon to ∼2TB as the CMS commissioning activities are ramping
up. This request will be superseded by a more general and long-term file-

4A similar separation is also suitable for CAF2, see Sect. 3
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system solution, see Sect. 3 below. Another worry is the increasing number
of registered CAF1 users: within a few months, it went from 50 to 350.
Even if the actual number of active users represents less than 30% (100
/ 350), all users have access permission to the LSF, AFS and CASTOR
resources, hence making the resource management more challenging. For
the future, it is suitable the maximum number of users per subgroup stays
below 10 (for a total of 31 subgroups).

In conclusion, recent data challenges performed by CMS (CCRC08,iCSA08,
CRUZET) have shown that the CAF1 infrastructure scales with our needs,
although some areas of potential improvements have been identified. Most
notable is the poor CPU efficiency.

2.3 Public CMS Analysis Resources

When considering public analysis queues at CERN, one should distinguish
between locally submitted jobs and grid jobs. The total amount of CPU
resources available to CMS for both use cases are 1.4MSi2k. Locally CMS
has been observing typically O(20-50) active users at any given moment,
running O(700) jobs on 8 public queues. However, the number of local
users is subject to large fluctuations and can be expected to increase
once real data will set in. In addition, CMS grid submissions at CERN
represent another O(1500) slots.

The main limitation of public CMS analysis at CERN is the conges-
tion of the DEFAULT CASTOR pool for accessing data; this is a tape
backed-up and garbage collected disk, and many bottle-necks have been
experienced lately, specially for accessing very large datasets. For exam-
ple, it has been observed that a single user can harm all other users by
submitting large amounts of staging queries. Another frequently encoun-
tered problem is the limited amount of user space for interactive work at
CERN (lxplus). The consequence is that many users are writing private
analysis data onto the DEFAULT pool, which in turns gets saturated.
In terms of LSF jobs on the public queues, CMS has observed several
cases where users submitted unreasonable amounts of jobs (O(10k)), cre-
ating tensions in the whole LSF system at CERN. Since then CERN/IT
has invested large efforts to better protect the LSF system, but on the
experiment side the main cure to prevent such practises is to enforce job
submissions over the GRID, by making a large amount of dataset avail-
able outside CERN. Such a scheme is currently been put in place via the
CMS Tier2-association project, in which Physics analysis groups are asso-
ciated to defined Tier-2 centres, hence concentrating particular datasets
and physics communities around pre-defined resources on the GRID. In
short, while CMS is requesting here a viable solution to cover the user-
analysis case at CERN, it is understood that we also strongly support
and encourage distributed analysis, as foreseen by the CMS Computing
model.
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3 CAF2 requirements

A large number of collaborators will need to use the CAF for day-by-day
analysis running. The CAF users comprise both “authorised” users for
high-priority data analysis, and also general use, in particular by CMS
collaborators based at CERN.

As a result of discussions in the context of the C-TDR, CMS has
a stated policy of allowing interactive login and access for analysis by
local users or collaborators belonging to physics communities associated to
CERN 5. In addition, the physics organisation has developed the concept
of high-priority analysis at the CAF for individual analysis users, who are
granted specific access (on what we are calling the CAF1).

The facilities will have to be capable of supporting this policy of access
by hundreds of users by enforcing specific priorities (and possibly making
use of other facilities, like Tier-2s, more attractive). We note that even the
high-priority users comprise of currently more than 100 active individuals.

3.1 POSIX File System

To be able to carry out a full analysis a user would need access to some
significant space that is available via a (at least) POSIX(-like) interface
- This means a user can browse his/her file space, easily copy files around
and access them with standard UNIX tools.
- We estimate the needed disk space provision to be around the size of 1TB
per user, for a maximum number of O(500) users (CAF1+CAF2). This
space will be used to store analysis output files like root trees, ntuples,
etc. and should be available on their local desktop PCs much like NFS
could be (we understand this specific solution is not foreseen in the CERN
environment). For CAF1, currently AFS is used to provide O(150GB) of
space to each of three time critical activities in CMS. We need to under-
stand if whatever solution can be provided for CAF2 would be applicable
for that need too.
- CAF2 should provide login facilities capable of supporting access by col-
laborators, with home directory services and batch submission to local
facilities and the GRID. We need to understand if the CAF1 “batch-like”
login solution (cmsinter, currently 5 boxes, 40 cores) is suitable for the
CAF2 needs as well.
- It is conceivable that users would be willing to understand (given the
space requirement) that this area would not be backed up (T0D1 in the
LCG parlance), or at most partially backed up.
- Given the space requirement, one should be able to incrementally assign
disk space to users according to their needs, in order to avoid a initially
immense space allocation, of which a large fraction would stay unused.
- The requested user space should also be foreseen for users belonging to
physics communities attached to CERN and submitting jobs from out-
side via the GRID. CMS is currently making a strong effort to encourage
and eventually enforce the utilisation of distributed resources, through the

5Like any other T2, CAF2 should cover enough resources for the local users and users
belonging to associated physics communities, as foreseen by the T2 association project
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T2-Association project. This should prevent an inflation of the number of
CMS users at CERN, since many popular datasets will also be available
and potentially easier to access outside CERN.

3.2 CASTOR: Data Access Pattern

We realise that we need a way to differentiate the priority of accesses to
CAF from time critical tasks to those of normal users. We are not sure if
this can be achieved in an efficient way using different pools.
- To the least, the CAF1 production pool(s) should be protected from
adverse and chaotic user-analysis access, by appropriate means.
- We also recognise that the normal users require sufficient access band-
width to meet their needs, in order to avoid the waste of resources. They
need rapid access to a subset of FEVT and/or RECO primary datasets
at a size offered at Tier-1 and Tier-2 centres outside of CERN, as well as
access to the full AOD sample. This could be achieved by splitting the
CAF2 disk resources (estimated to 500TB for 2008 in Table 1) into input
and output pools, in the same manner as the CAF1 disk resources have
been split (see Sect. 2.2).
- We also need to address the question of what to do when a user needs a
dataset that is available only on a CAF1 disk pool: should the user have
direct read access to the CAF1 disk (without harming CAF1 workflows)
or should there be a disk-to-disk copy prior to analysis ?
- The CAF2 scheme should also handle the use-case of analysis based on
data on tape; as mentioned earlier, this is one of the main bottle necks in
the present public analysis scheme at CERN, that should be improved in
the future.
- Finally for chaotic analysis, the question is raised of an alternative access
protocol than RFIO.

3.3 LSF Batch system

- The batch system should be highly-flexible, capable of rapid implemen-
tation of new workload management priorities.
- The same remark as in Sect 3.2 for the separation of CAF2 and CAF1
disk resources applies for batch resources, in order to protect low-latency
CAF1 workflows from chaotic user analysis.
- A point to clarify is the flexibility in CPU resource allocation between
CAF1 and CAF2. Does CMS have to decide in advance which part of
its CPU pledge is allocated to which instance, or can resources be dy-
namically re-allocated according to needs ? Following discussions with
CERN/IT, we understand CPU re-allocations are feasible, but we need to
understand on which time-scale. An alternative would be a low-priority
queue that both sides could “borrow”, along the same lines as discussed
in Sect. 2.2. It would be suitable in the context of CMS CPU resource
planing to obtain a clear description of the realm of possibilities to address
this question.
- The CAF2 LSF resources also need to be open to grid users for datasets
uniquely available at the CAF or to physics communities associated to
CERN.
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3.4 User Support

Due to the large number and size of the load on the CAF2 it will have a
much larger requirement on support.
- Therefore there should be an appropriately sized user support team
providing services for a potentially large number of collaborators who
need to work at the CAF2.
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